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as anticipated. Even so, most authorities agree to the vast and almost un-
explored potential of the psychedelics toward the unlocking and understand-
ing of higher mental processes, including metaphysical experience, if used in
a controlled experimental setting.

HOW TO BE A MORMON SCHOLAR

Samuel W. Taylor is a professional writer of fact and fiction. Three of his
books are HEAVEN KNOWS WHY, FAMILY KINGDOM, and I HAVE SIX WIVES
(not autobiographical). He is a member of the Redwood City (California)
L.D.S. Ward and correspondent for the CHURCH NEWS.

While I have never hoped to qualify as a Mormon scholar, after reading
three issues of Dialogue it dawned on me that to become one of this select
group wasn't really hard at all, if you follow just two simple rules.

The first rule is to employ the word "milieu" at the earliest possible
moment in your article, then sprinkle it in throughout the remainder of
the piece. Of course it goes without question that you never will use a simple
word when a big one can be made to fit, for instance, "historiography" rather
than "history," but the key word is "milieu." This is sort of a password
among the clan, and its use lets them know immediately that you are one
of the boys.

The second rule, if you would take your place among this brainy milieu,
is that you must somehow or other drag into your piece a reference to Fawn
Brodie's No Man Knows My History and lambast its inaccuracy. As item
after item in the three issues contrived to do this, I was as puzzled as when, a
few years back, I attended a writers' conference in the Deep South. The first
lecture I attended was a scholarly discussion of the historiography of the
Southern novel. Suddenly in the middle of it the speaker paused, took a
sip of water, and then launched into a furious tirade about damn Yankees
and the Republican party. This was greeted by wild applause, after which
the speaker took another sip of water and resumed his discourse on the
Southern novel. As one speaker after another over a period of a week some-
how contrived to denounce Yankees and Republicans during discussions of
the short story, the fact article, poetry, biography and other aspects of the
writing craft, I finally realized that this was an obligatory type of regional
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patriotism required of all true believers below the Mason and Dixon line.
Unless you let the audience know your heart was pure, it wouldn't respect
your ideas on literature. And as one Mormon scholar after another zeroed
in on Fawn Brodie it became self-apparent that this was the scholar's method
of bearing his testimony, without which no Mormon's article is worth con-
sideration. By blasting Brodie's book you show that you are thinking right,
because Mrs. Brodie was unchurched for the writing of it and delivered to
the bufferings of Satan; but you maintain your high intellectual objectivity
by referring only to its inaccuracies.

While I have no objection to the bearing of testimony, I must object to
this second convention of Mormon scholars. It just isn't cricket, to my mind,
to single out this one book for criticism without comparing it with other
Mormon books written about Joseph Smith, and evaluating their accuracy.
Of course no Mormon dares do this. So in my opinion if the scholar is un-
able to be intellectually honest on this subject, he should avoid it entirely
rather than to shoot a sitting duck. It is not quite sporting to buffet some-
one only after she has been safely delivered to the bufferings of Satan (doesn't
that put you in bad company?) while studiously avoiding criticism of a great
body of writing about Joseph Smith by Mormons that is characterized not
by accuracy but by adulation.

In any such comparison, Mrs. Brodie's book would come out very well.
It was not inaccuracy that raised the Mormon ire, but her documentation of
that which we didn't wish to believe. And then, of course, she made the
fatal mistake of calling Joseph Smith insincere. In doing this, I think she
must have been greatly influenced by the fact that at the time her book was
in preparation the code of James Strang's diary had at last been broken.
Strang, who led off one of the splinter groups from Nauvoo, was an oppor-
tunist who kept a diary filled with pious bromides, and then put into
code private thoughts which reveal that he embraced religion purely as a
way to power. Mrs. Brodie's thesis was that Joseph Smith began this way,
but grew into the full stature of a prophet; unfortunately, she didn't have
evidence such as the diary of Strang to support it, and disaster befell her.
But except for this thesis, I am sure that her book can hold its own very well
for accuracy with other Mormon books on the subject, and certainly should
not be singled out of the pack on this account.

In his "answer" to the Brodie book, No, Ma'am, That's Not History,
Hugh Nibley spends considerable time lauding Eduard Meyer's Origin and
History of the Mormons and the author himself, whom Nibley calls, "The
most learned man who ever made a study of the Mormons, and one of the
best-informed men who ever lived." Nibley continues, "At the end of the
last century the great tradition of European scholarship in the grand style
culminated in the person of Eduard Meyer." Yet, curiously, the very passage
in Meyer's book which most excited Nibley's admiration was not quoted at
all but was condensed into a capsule. The full quotation follows:

The opponents of the Church have often raised a question as to
how the absurd tales of the Book of Mormon, and the foolish revela-
tions of the Prophet, which contradict all reason, could be literally ac-
cepted as God's communication to man; the question further expresses
incredulity that Smith's followers could have deluded themselves by
believing in their Prophet's divine calling in view of his human weak-
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